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Chapter 411 

Conspiracy, terrible pregnancy! 

She and Zyden Gale? 

Emily Gale looked at the pregnancy test certificate on the phone and was so 

scared that he almost passed out. 

As soon as the car stopped in the Gale’s parking garage, Zyden Gale 

immediately snatched her mobile phone. 

At first glance, it was really Emily Gale’s pregnancy test report. 

His face darkened, and he pressed the phone in the car: “What’s the matter? 

Didn’t let you turn the medical record into gastroenteritis?” “I made it into 

gastroenteritis, eldest master, this pregnancy test report is fake. Look clearly.” 

The assistant obviously also read the headline article and was about to call 

Zyden Gale. Unexpectedly, the young master called. 

“Fake?” Zyden Gale frowned and looked at Emily Gale: “What about the report 

just now?” “It’s with me.” 

Emily Gale just remembered, and immediately destroyed the plan he had just 

planned from his bag, but it hasn’t The report that was too late was taken out. 

Comparing it with the report on the phone, it turned out to be fake! 

It’s not the same report at all! 

Although it looked exactly the same on the surface, even the time she went to 

the hospital for examination and the payment account were the same. 



However, the data is different! 

The progesterone data is fake! 

In other words, this report is fabricated. 

“Let someone check the account sent by this Weibo.” 

“Young Master, I have checked it. 

It is an account of an entertainment star, but she said that Weibo was not 

posted by her, and it is suspected of being stolen by hackers.” 

Zyden Gale pinched Hold your palms tightly. 

This matter has reached this point unexpectedly. 

“Master, Kylena Gale and Joseph are still visiting the mall, do you want to 

continue following?” the assistant asked. 

“Continue to follow.” 

Zyden Gale hung up the phone and got out of the car immediately. 

“Of course, I will send you back to rest first.” 

“No, Brother Zyden, you must have something to hide from me.” 

Emily Gale got out of the car under a heavy and invisible pressure, and she 

was almost out of breath. . 

“Can’t you tell me things clearly?” It was even more uncomfortable to leave 

her to think about it. 



Suddenly, she looked at him, her eyes darkened: “Kylena Gale found you 

before, didn’t you?” “Of course, I can’t collude with Kylena Gale. Don’t doubt 

me.” 

“I don’t doubt you, I’m afraid. Kylena Gale is in front of you again. What kind 

of tricks did Emily Gale do?” Emily Gale thought about it, and suddenly 

frowned: “In the morning, why did you ask me if I was injured more than a 

month ago?” Many things shook his head. 

They are connected in series. 

More than a month ago, at school, I was hit by someone for no reason and 

hurt myself. 

More than a month ago, the Gale family came to Beiling to find his own 

granddaughter. 

More than a month ago, Kylena Gale was obviously not the granddaughter of 

the old man of the Gale family, but she was able to make a “yes” relationship 

report with him! 

Could it be… 

“But no 

Maybe, I have done the appraisal myself, it’s impossible! 

Emily Gale shook her head and grabbed her palm: “It’s impossible…” 

Zyden Gale knew that this girl’s IQ was not low, and it was not difficult to think 

about the connection with many things by herself. This is the end of the 

matter. He couldn’t hide it anymore. 

“Yes, she had contacted me, and she told me that the blood sample that 

grandpa did with her in Beiling more than a month ago was yours. 



” “I? 

“Sure enough, it’s the same as she thought! But, it’s not right! “I have someone 

appraise me myself…” 

“Is it possible that the person lied to you?” 

“Impossible, Yang Yi will definitely not lie to me unless…” 

The more Emily Gale thought about it, the cooler her heart became 

inexplicably. 

“At that time, I left the hair samples of Grandpa Gale and I at the hotel 

reception. We just left, Yang Go and take things away immediately. 

She looked at Zyden Gale, her heartbeat gradually quickened. 

“Yang Yi won’t lie to me, unless it’s my hair and Grandpa Gale’s hair. When we 

were at the front desk, someone…was dropped. 

“But who is there around her? Only, Hunter Jackson! If you say, who is most 

likely to dominate all this, then, the most likely is Hunter Jackson. But why? 

Why did he help Kylena Gale to treat her like this? No, it definitely won’t be 

Hunter Jackson. Maybe… Maybe it’s Kylena Gale again… 

“What day is it? 

“Yesterday. 

“It can’t be Kylena Gale. Yesterday, she tried to make a plot of her own injury. 

Where did she get the energy to take care of those things?” 

“Kylena Gale’s hypocritical attitude, in fact, Zyden Gale is not ignorant. But he 

is like the old man, because of Kylena Gale’s identity, he did not break it. 

Grandpa said that the company belongs to the daughter of his uncle. He is in 



this position, if it is broken. Kylena Gale’s self-written and directed “killed” 

drama, doesn’t it mean that she wants to compete with her uncle’s daughter 

for the family property? He doesn’t plan to compete with Kylena Gale at all. 

Therefore, he can see through like the old man, but the same , I don’t want to 

say it. 

“What’s more, Kylena Gale didn’t know that Hunter Jackson was here. 

She didn’t pretend that she saw the surprise of Young Master Jackson last 

night. 

“At this point, he can at least see clearly. He looked at Emily Gale and knew 

something shouldn’t be said, but he had to say. 

“You… guard against Hunter Jackson.” 

“This man Zyden Gale originally admired him, and he was very sympathetic to 

each other. But with regard to Emily Gale’s affairs, his impression of Hunter 

Jackson was suddenly reduced. In addition, now, it is very likely that Hunter 

Jackson and Gale Kylena Gale are here. What to do together. If it is something 

that harms Gale’s family, he will never allow it! “Of course, now, let’s find 

Grandpa first, and then I will take you to an appraisal. 

” “you want 

Tell Grandpa Gale the matter? 

“This matter is said suddenly, will grandpa be angry? “No, grandpa has a heart 

attack, I can’t say it now, before I’m sure.” 

“What do you mean, do a good appraisal first?” 



“Now, even Emily Gale suspects that the hair that Yang Yi sent yesterday might 

have been lost. If she was really grandfather’s granddaughter… the heart was 

suddenly hit hard by someone. , It hurts a bit. 

“What should I do? 

Last night, everyone saw that I was sleeping with you. 

Also, Grandpa only said those things to the reporter in the morning…” 

God, how could this matter become so complicated? If she really is Miss Sun 

of Gale’s family, what would Grandpa do? How do you say their relationship 

clearly? How to appease the media? The most important thing is that the Gale 

family has such a big scandal, and investors’ confidence in Gale’s family will 

definitely be hit. 

At that time, Gale’s shares will be directly affected! God! Conspiracy, too cruel! 

Since last night, it has been cruel! “Don’t worry, there must be a way to the top 

of the mountain, and things will get better. 

Zyden Gale took her hand and walked quickly to the hall. 

“Now, I will find Grandpa first and give you an appraisal as soon as possible.” 

Before the appraisal report comes out, the relationship between you and 

grandpa, let alone say, I’m afraid grandpa can’t bear it! 

Chapter 412 

Do you…do you? 

“Master Zyden.” 

Steward Ding waited in the hall after receiving the call. 



Seeing Zyden Gale coming back, he immediately greeted him. 

“Of course, why are you with Young Master Zyden?” “We met outside.” 

Zyden Gale glanced at the hall. 

There were a few servants working sparsely in the hall. 

I used to feel a very quiet and peaceful home, but now, I feel that there are 

lines and crises everywhere. 

He whispered: “Ding Bo, take a step to speak.” 

Steward Ding took them directly to the father’s study. 

Usually this study, except for the old man, only Steward D can enter casually, 

and even the servants dare not come in to clean up at will. 

Every time you clean, you have to stare at the housekeeper Ding. 

Visible, the importance of the study. 

“Master Zyden, what’s going on?” Steward Ding asked immediately after 

closing the heavy door. 

“Is it, what happened at home?” Although Zyden Gale didn’t say anything yet, 

he already faintly felt a very heavy anxiety. 

“Ding Bo, there is no news about Grandpa yet?” “I don’t know where the old 

man went today. I have sent someone to find it, but there is no news yet.” 

“Where’s my aunt?” The headline in the morning was all about their family 

care. News. 

At that time, my grandpa was with my aunt. 



“The second lady can’t find it either. I heard that I went to play with the old 

man.” 

Where did he go to play? 

It’s so mysterious and can’t be contacted at all? 

“Both people can’t get through on the phone.” 

Steward Ding became more worried, “Master Zyden, if you have anything, just 

say it.” 

Everyone didn’t say anything. In this way, an old man of him was more and 

more frightened, for fear of something. Big things are going to happen. 

Zyden Gale hesitated a little, but if Ding Bo could help with this matter, it 

would be beneficial to them. 

“Bo Ding…” 

“Young Master Zyden, don’t ask me if this old man can trust this kind of 

bullsh*t.” 

Steward Ding saw him embarrassed and felt uncomfortable. 

“I have been with the old man for so many years, and I also watched you grow 

up. What kind of person I am, you can judge by yourself.” 

Zyden Gale soothed: “It’s just that there are so many things at home, and I feel 

a little complicated.” 

“Ding Bo, don’t blame Zyden Brother, he…he is also very embarrassed now.” 

Emily Gale, who has not spoken, also helped comfort. 



Steward Ding sighed: “Why am I to blame him? I am actually very panicked.” 

He looked at the two of them, helplessly: “The more you don’t talk, the more 

panic I will be.” 

Zyden Gale didn’t intend to hide it. Said: “Kylena Gale is not granddaughter’s 

granddaughter, I suspect, but she is.” 

“What?” Steward Ding was taken aback, almost heart attacked. 

All come out. 

“I…not sure.” 

Emily Gale didn’t want to be the deceiver, she was really not sure. 

“I have looked for someone to do the appraisal before, and the result of the 

appraisal shows that I am not Grandpa Gale’s granddaughter.” 

“I said, this matter may be tampered with. If you do it again, there may be 

results.” 

Zyden Gale’s hand fell on her shoulder, and he shook it neither lightly nor 

heavily. 

“I believe you are. I think it is based on my intuition.” 

“But, this is not something that can be determined by intuition.” 

Steward Ding said numbly. 

He is messy now. 

Kylena Gale is not the granddaughter of the old man, but she may be? 



“But at the beginning, we personally took Miss Kylena and did an evaluation 

with the old man, and you were there.” 

“The evaluation was tampered with. Kylena Gale admitted personally that the 

blood sample sent to be evaluated with her grandfather was Of course.” 

Zyden Gale’s words made Butler Ding’s head go completely blank. 

What is this all about! 

Suddenly, he frowned: “You said, it was Miss Kylena… Kylena Gale said it 

herself?” If it was true, in fact, Steward Ding was even more happy. 

This month when Kylena Gale returned to Gale’s house, she almost made 

Gale’s family jump. 

He didn’t like Kylena Gale at all, he really didn’t like it. 

I believe that in the Gale family, apart from the old man having to like Kylena 

Gale because of his guilt for Gale Jingxu. 

No one else really likes this Miss Sun. 

Especially those who know a little bit of inside information. 

After Kylena Gale came back, how many fake accidents have caused her family 

to panic? 

However, Kylena Gale personally told Master Zyden that she was not the 

granddaughter of the old man. Isn’t it strange? 

“I took her hair and went with my grandfather’s hair for identification. 

She found it out, so she admitted it.” 



“Then she…” 

“Ding Bo, you may not pay attention to the entertainment news, and I am 

going to get engaged. 

The matter was publicized by Grandpa and everyone knew it.” Steward Ding 

immediately understood the seriousness of the matter. 

The incident has reached this point. 

At this time, if it is discovered that Emily Gale is the Gale family’s Miss Sun, 

their Gale family will definitely be discredited because of Zyden Gale and Emily 

Gale’s affairs. 

Is Kylena Gale unscrupulous because of this? 

“Master Zyden, then, what should I do now?” Things have already reached this 

point, and now it’s hard to clean up! 

“Get grandpa back first, and deal with Kylena Gale’s affairs. I and Ranran’s 

affairs. Wait until the enthusiasm for this matter on the Internet slowly cools 

down.” 

“But… But, what’s the matter? “Steward Ding accidentally turned to some 

exciting news. 

His eyes fell involuntarily on Emily Gale’s lower abdomen. 

“Of course, you…” 

Emily Gale felt guilty for a while. 

Although he knew he had misunderstood, it was a fact that he was pregnant! 

“Fake!” Zyden Gale said this without such a big psychological burden. 



Even if he knew that he had concealed it in the future, it was his responsibility, 

and it had nothing to do with it. 

“But, last night…” 

“I He Ranran was drugged!” Zyden Gale subconsciously glanced out of the 

door, “Xiao Lan sent us the snack, but it was filled with ingredients.” 

“Xiao Lan?” Damn! 

In this home, under his nose, there will be such a mistake! 

“It’s not necessarily related to her. I saw that when she walked in, there was 

nothing wrong with her expression.” 

Maybe, something was drugged, even Xiao Lan didn’t know. 

“Then you guys…” 

Steward Ding is really worried now, they are being drugged, so… Is there any… 

“No.” 

Zyden Gale also secretly relieved, “Before you can make a mistake, everyone 

will come. 

“The man is very capable of prescribing medicine, and he knew he was a 

veteran at a glance. 

Knowing the amount of medicine, when everyone came, they were frightened, 

and the effect of the medicine disappeared almost. 

This is to give them a chance to explain, but invisibly, it pushes the matter a 

step further. 



The point is that Zyden Gale didn’t know that Emily Gale was his cousin last 

night. 

If you know, I’d rather make a big mess and investigate thoroughly at home 

than let it grow to where it is now! 

Zyden Gale’s cell phone rang and was immediately picked up by him. 

Emily Gale and Steward Ding looked at him with anxious faces. 

At this time, any bit of wind and grass is frightening! 

The most important thing is, where did the old man go? 

After hanging up the phone, Zyden Gale pursed his lips and said, “Grandpa 

has gone to sea, but for the time being, I don’t know where he went.” 

He paused, then said again: “Also, Shao Jackson and Kylena Gale, let our 

people Dumped!” 

Chapter 413 

It was you who caused Young Master Jackson? 

It is too difficult to follow him. 

So it’s no surprise that the person sent out was thrown off by him. 

However, he took Kylena Gale away… Emily Gale and Steward Ding suddenly 

became uneasy. 

Kylena Gale is gone, what is she going to do? 

Where is Grandpa now? 



“Brother Zyden, where is the pier, have you found it?” Emily Gale is most 

worried about Grandpa’s safety now. 

Kylena Gale wants to lie to his money. If she cheats a little bit, let her cheat. 

The most important thing is that she is fine. 

Grandpa hasn’t had any news for so long. What if Kylena Gale gets up and 

wants to attack him? 

Grandpa has a heart attack, he can’t bear it! 

“No.” 

Zyden Gale saw through her mind at a glance. 

He rubbed her hair and softened his voice. 

“Don’t be afraid, Kylena Gale still dare not do anything with Grandpa. Grandpa 

is a big man in Lingzhou after all. If she really dares to start, she will not be 

able to survive in Beiling or Lingzhou in the future.” 

, This, there should be no problem. 

After all, Kylena Gale has a name, a surname, and a source. 

She can’t hide her forever and live a life of displacement. 

Zyden Gale picked up the phone and glanced at Emily Gale and Steward Ding. 

“Ding Bo, of course, you are not feeling well. You stay at home with her. I will 

go out and look for Grandpa.” 

“No, I want to go.” 



Emily Gale grabbed his sleeve: “Whether he is my grandfather or not. , In my 

heart, he is already!” She can’t let Grandpa suffer any harm, she must not! 

… Mr. Gale has indeed gone to sea. 

He didn’t know where he was. 

I felt a little dizzy as soon as I boarded the boat. I went into the room and 

slept for a while, and didn’t wake up until just now. 

Looking around now, the entire sea level is covered with a vast blue sky, 

endless. 

“Qinglian, what does Kylena let us do here?” Although he likes going to sea to 

play this kind of activity, but Lao Ding and Ranran are not around, always 

feeling a little lack of fun. 

“I don’t know this. Your granddaughter arranged it. I just followed her 

instructions.” 

Gale Qinglian sat opposite him and tasted the hot drink prepared by the chef. 

It was actually very cold today, and the sea breeze was blowing on my face, 

and it was chilly. 

Therefore, both of them wore thick coats and were covered with blankets. 

This kind of day is really not suitable for going to sea. 

Therefore, the islands are now in the off-season. 

What is the fun of asking them to go to the island at this time of Kylena? 

“Then, shall we just follow the boat like this?” The old man had been sitting for 

half an hour, and he couldn’t sit still. 



Looking at the phone, there is still no signal, even He Ranran can’t even 

contact. 

He thinks his Xiao Ranran. 

I went out early in the morning, and I don’t know how Ranran is doing in their 

house. 

Are you eating well, living in a habit? 

Are the servants serving well? 

A lot of worry, he didn’t realize that, his heart was all his Xiao Ranran. 

Except Emily Gale, no one can hold it anymore. 

“Does the ship have its own network?” he asked. 

The more I can’t get in touch, the more I want to get in touch! 

“No, it’s broken. I tried it just now and couldn’t get on the Internet.” 

How could Father Gale thought that his daughter, who has been with him for 

so many years, would lie to him. 

The ship moved faster and faster, and now, I don’t know where it is. 

Father Gale sat for another half hour, becoming more anxious. 

“Qinglian, or else, let’s not go?” It’s so good, what’s so fun about going out to 

sea? 

“Tomorrow is the day when the banquet is held. I haven’t discussed many 

things with Lao Ding. How can I leave at this time?” “Dad, it’s not me who has 

the final say, it’s your precious granddaughter.” 



Gale Qinglian said this Responsibility, shirk completely. 

She spread her hands and shrugged: “You also know the temper of your 

precious granddaughter, she is in our house, and she is the same.” 

“She…” 

The old man sighed. 

Gale Qinglian tilted her head and stared at his face. 

In my heart, some thoughts seemed to be flowing. 

“Dad, in fact, I really want to ask you, why are you so partial?” “What?” He 

thought that she was talking about Kylena Gale, and he felt helpless. 

“Qinglian, you are an elder, so don’t compare it with Kylena. Dad doesn’t care 

about you, but Kylena has never had a parent since she was a child, and she 

has lacked love from someone since she was a child. I don’t want to make up 

for Jingxu, right? “Dad, I didn’t say Kylena Gale.” 

Gale Jingxu’s daughter, what can they compare to? 

Knowing that it is impossible to compare, it is better not to compare. 

“Not Kylena? Then…” 

The old man frowned, puzzled, “Do you think I should treat you better than 

Qinghe?” He really couldn’t admit this. He asked himself that he was always 

fair. 

Gale Qinglian’s face was slightly dark, and said faintly: “Dad treats me very 

well, and I never compare myself to anyone.” 

“Well…” 



“Ming Yang’s ability is also good, although it is not as good as Zyden, but in 

Gale, is his dad suppressing him too much?” “Qinglian, do you think I am 

partial to Zyden and not good for Mingyang?” The old man was shocked. How 

could he be bad for Mingyang? ? 

Gale Qinglian lowered her head to drink her hot drink, and did not continue. 

Her son Gale Mingyang also graduated from a prestigious school. 

Yes, she admitted that her son is indeed not as good as Zyden Gale, but her 

son is obviously also a talent. 

Even if you can’t be Gale’s president like Zyden Gale, 

But is it not enough to be a vice president? 

At the very least, I can at least be a general manager, holding a few production 

and sales lines under his hands, and controlling a few decent large projects. 

But, no, nothing. 

Their family, Ming Yang, is now the head of Gale’s Human Resources 

Department. This head has no real power in the company. 

It is because of this that Ming Yang is not even willing to go to the company 

and spends a lot of time outside. 

He was simply hit, so that was the case. 

She didn’t believe it, her Ming Yang was born so not to be motivated! 

I don’t know how long it took before Gale Qinglian said coldly: “If you didn’t 

take away his power in the Gale family, how could he not even do something 

as simple as going to work?” “Could it be that Ming Yang didn’t tell you, Why 



did he become the head of the personnel department?” Old man Gale stared 

at his daughter. 

I really didn’t expect that after so many years of being together as a family, my 

daughter was holding back so many grievances. 

“Qinglian, you should ask Mingyang about this matter, instead of asking me.” 

“Even if Mingyang did something wrong, and the child did something wrong, 

it’s fine for you to discipline it. You still have to suppress it like this?” What he 

said caused the grievances accumulated for so many years, and it suddenly 

broke out. 

She confirmed that her son was devastated because of being suppressed! 

She stood up suddenly, and the blanket slipped off her. 

She stared at Old Man Gale, flushing with anger. 

“Dad, our family Mingyang is also a good boy with excellent character and 

academics. If you hadn’t been suppressing him in the Gale family, with his 

ability, he would definitely break out of his own world!” “It’s because of you, 

let him I lost confidence in myself and made him hate working at the Gale 

family, and let him know that he was hanging out all day long!” Gale Qinglian 

became more and more excited as she spoke, she was so excited that she 

choked with excitement. 

“Dad! Everything that Ming Yang is doing now is caused by you!” 

Chapter 414 

Today, the atmosphere is so weird. 

“Qinglian, you should talk to Mingyang about this matter.” 



The old man didn’t want to explain too much. He didn’t count some things. 

“I can only say that I attach the same importance to my two grandsons. I will 

never be partial to suppress anyone.” 

“If you are really so fair, then let Ming Yang be the president of the Gale 

family!” Gale Qinglian stared at him. His face was gloomy. 

The wind blew on her body, giving people a chilly feeling. 

“Zyden has been the vice president for three years and the president for two 

years. 

Then you also let Mingyang be the vice president for three years and the 

president for two years. See if he really has no ability at all, and if he really 

can’t bring Gale Shareholders make money.” This is fairness! 

Old man Gale’s blood flowed up suddenly, “Qinglian, aren’t you pranking?” 

“Do you think that Gale is a small private company. 

The president and vice president can change it at will?” “Dad, Although the 

company is a listed company, most of the equity is in your hands.” 

Gale Qinglian knew that she was a little bit arrogant, but for the sake of her 

son, she couldn’t bear it! 

“You have absolute power to change the company’s president. Even if you 

want shareholders to hold a meeting, as long as you take the lead, which 

shareholder will not listen to you?” The so-called shareholders of the company 

are actually just minority shareholders. 

The old man holds the power in one hand, and the rest of the power is also in 

the hands of their family members. 



Unlike ordinary listed companies, their Gale family is basically a family 

business. 

Who is the president? Isn’t it a matter of the old man? 

Isn’t it because you don’t want Ming Yang to be in the upper position, and 

want to keep his Zyden Gale? 

The old man was anxious and coughed immediately. 

Coughing a little bit sharply, his breathing gradually became heavier, and he 

started to breathe. 

Gale Qinglian originally thought he was pretending, just to avoid discussing 

this with her. 

But, looking further, her dad’s face was flushed, and gradually became a bit 

purplish red. 

Gale Qinglian panicked and hurriedly went over, patted him smoothly. 

“Dad, you… don’t do this! I just have something to say, you… who are you 

scaring?” But the old man couldn’t help but couldn’t keep talking with her. 

Coughing, hoarse voice. 

“Dad, can’t I stop coughing? Stop coughing. This is the sea. 

It is not easy to go back. 

It takes time.” 

She increased the effort to pat him on the back, “Dad, stop coughing, I won’t 

say anymore. Not yet?” Outside, I wonder if the wind is too strong. 



“Dad, let’s go inside.” 

Gale Qinglian helped her father and quickly returned to the cabin. 

Sure enough, after returning, there was no sea breeze, and the old man’s 

cough subsided a bit. 

That purplish-red face also returned to its normal color a little bit. 

Gale Qinglian 

I poured a cup of warm water, watched him drink it, and watched him no 

longer cough so uncomfortably, and he was relieved. 

But she was still uncomfortable and uncomfortable. 

In this way, the old man obviously avoided the topic and didn’t want to 

continue talking with her. 

Can she feel better in her heart? 

Elder Gale drank a few more sips of water, and then looked at her smoothly. 

The daughter sat aside, holding her stomach aggrieved, and her face was 

naturally unsightly. 

He wanted to say something, but in the end, he said nothing. 

“There are some things, you still have a good talk with Ming Yang, after you 

have talked, come and talk to me later.” 

Gale Qinglian still ignored it, took out a magazine, and sat on the sofa to read 

it. 



The old man looked at the phone, still not confident, feeling a little more 

heavy. 

He looked at Gale Qinglian: “Let them drive the boat back, I won’t go out to 

play.” 

“I’m afraid, I don’t count, the people on the boat were arranged by Kylena 

Gale.” 

Gale Qinglian was still reading the magazine, even her head Never raised it. 

The old man was puzzled, even if Kylena Gale arranged it, they want to go 

back, don’t people still want to hear it? 

He stood up and wanted to go to the control room and talk to those people 

himself. 

Unexpectedly, Gale Qinglian said, “Dad, don’t be in vain, you will be there 

soon, at most half an hour.” 

“But I…” 

He didn’t want to go out to play at all, he wanted to go home. 

“Don’t you always say that you owe Jing Xu and you have to make up for it on 

Kylena Gale? You are unwilling to meet your granddaughter’s request. What 

else do you want to make up for?” The old man can obviously feel that the 

second daughter’s attitude towards herself is indeed very good today. 

difference. 

However, combined with what she just said, her attitude is poor and she can 

understand it. 

After all, there is still a misunderstanding. 



The old man is a bit helpless, this kind of thing can’t be solved in a few words. 

Half an hour, then wait another half an hour. 

He sat on the sofa and drank half a cup of hot water. 

I didn’t know when I got up, and fell asleep again. 

… 

“Grandpa, grandpa, wake up.” 

A girl’s voice rang in her ears. 

grandfather? 

Elder Gale opened his eyes slightly. 

The light in the room is too strong to see everything in front of me. 

I can only vaguely feel that there is a girl by his side, calling him grandpa. 

Grandpa… What the old man said, without even thinking about it, he said, “Of 

course…” 

Kylena Gale’s face sank. 

Knowing that this old man likes Emily Gale, he didn’t expect to like it so 

thoroughly! 

But now, he shouldn’t know that Emily Gale is his granddaughter. 

All day today, his whereabouts are in his grasp, and he has no chance to know 

this. 



“Grandpa, it’s me.” 

The girl’s voice became cold, not what he expected, but it was familiar. 

“Kylena?” 

Grandpa Gale finally saw everything in front of him clearly. 

He slowed down before sitting up. 

“It’s me.” 

Kylena Gale nodded and helped him sit up. 

The old man’s head was a little heavy, he glanced around, and it turned out to 

be a room. 

However, the floor was slightly shaking, although not obvious, it also made 

him realize that he was still on the boat. 

However, this boat is much more stable than the previous one, and it should 

be a big boat. 

“Kylena, where is this? Where is Qinglian?” Isn’t that daughter still stunned 

with him? 

Why is the figure missing? 

Really angry? 

After a nap, Gale Qinglian was not there, and suddenly changed to Kylena 

Gale. I don’t know why, the old man suddenly had a bad feeling in his heart. 

“Sister-in-law is resting in the next room.” 



Kylena Gale curled her lips and smiled. 

It was clearly still so bright and people watched, and she gradually lost her 

guard. 

But the old man was still a little uneasy. 

“Kylena, what do you tell Grandpa to do here?” The most disturbing thing is 

that even if he is old, his body is still not so bad. 

He even slept so much that he didn’t even know he changed the boat. How 

could he have such a deep sleep? 

Usually, his sleep is very shallow, and there is more movement in the room, 

which easily wakes him up. 

What is going on today? 

He looked at Kylena Gale with countless questions in his heart, but he didn’t 

want to make the atmosphere uncomfortable all at once. 

“Kylena, how do you feel… You are all weird today? What the hell are you 

doing without Grandpa?” 

Chapter 415 

If you really want to make up for the old man’s alertness, he has already faintly 

smelled an unusual breath. 

Just because one is his daughter and the other is his good granddaughter, no 

matter how upset he is, he will not doubt that they will join hands to deal with 

him. 

Kylena Gale smiled softly, but her words were cold. 



“Grandpa, didn’t you say that the Gale family was originally mine?” The old 

man was taken aback, wondering what she meant when she said this 

suddenly? 

“Grandpa, tomorrow is the day when the banquet will be held, but I am 

nothing now.” 

“You are the granddaughter of grandpa!” How could he say nothing in the 

identity of Miss Gale Jiasun? 

“But others would think that I was just a wild child who was adopted.” 

“Who dares to think so?” The old man’s face sank, and said unhappy: “Who is 

talking nonsense?” Kylena Gale sat down by the bed and watched in time. he. 

Such a look really made the old man’s heart uneasy: “Kylena, what do you 

want to say? Why don’t you talk to Grandpa directly.” 

“Grandpa promised to give me shares.” 

Since he wanted to speak directly, then she would Speak clearly. 

The old man hurriedly said: “I have promised. Didn’t it plan to make an 

appointment with a lawyer on Monday to transfer the shares to you?” 

“Tomorrow you will announce that I am your granddaughter. Everyone will 

know that I am Miss Sun of the Gale family.” 

Kylena Gale was obviously dissatisfied with his arrangement. 

She snorted, her face gloomy. 

This is completely different from the gentle and gentle granddaughter before 

him. 



“You said that if someone asks me tomorrow, how many Gale’s shares are in 

my hand, what would I say?” The old man said nothing and was silent. 

He understood what Kylena Gale meant. 

In fact, even if it is transferred to her now, it doesn’t matter. 

As he said, Gale, sooner or later will be hers. 

It’s just that, in this way, coaxing him to go to sea, and somehow brought him 

here, just for this share. 

After all, the old man feels very cold, and he has a feeling of being designed. 

And those family affections that should have been, but because of this time of 

deception and design, they are getting more and more shallow. 

But, she is Jing Xu’s child, what can she do? 

“Kylena, then what do you want Grandpa to do?” The old man sighed, very 

helpless and…weak. 

Kylena Gale really took out the pre-prepared agreement and sent it to him. 

“Grandpa, I have already contacted a lawyer. You have 30 points of shares in 

the Gale family. 

As long as you sign this agreement, I will be the righteous Miss Gale Jiasun 

from now on.” 

The expression in the old man’s eyes was even more bleak. 

Even the agreement is ready! 



Although I thought it over to her, but now I have a feeling of being forced to 

transfer equity, whoever, 

It will be uncomfortable. 

Elder Gale looked at Kylena Gale, not hesitating, but sad. 

Kylena Gale frowned and was unhappy. 

“What’s the matter, grandpa, isn’t it, what you said before was coaxing me? 

You don’t think I am your granddaughter at all!” “Why?” But then, there is not 

so much enthusiasm. 

“If not, why didn’t you sign it?” Kylena Gale had to let him sign today! 

The old man sighed again, and brought the agreement over and picked up the 

pen. 

But when he took a closer look, his face completely changed. 

“You want all of my shares? Thirty points?” Isn’t it ten points that I told her 

before? 

It turned out to be thirty points in the agreement! 

She… what is she thinking? 

“What’s wrong? Thirty points, is there a problem?” Kylena Gale looked at him 

as if she was innocent, tilting her head and staring at him: “Grandpa, you can’t 

bear it?” The old man didn’t know what to say, thirty points, That is to take all 

of Gale’s shares in his hand! 

Does she…have too much appetite? 



Seeing him not signing for a long time, Kylena Gale became unhappy, her face 

darkening. 

“Grandpa, you said that my father was going to inherit your Gale family, but it 

was your fault that killed him!” The old man’s heart was shaken and he stared 

at her suddenly. 

Unexpectedly, she would say such a thing! 

“Isn’t it? Grandpa, when you didn’t allow my father and my mother to be 

together, they would elope.” 

Kylena Gale was not in vain during the month at the Gale family. 

For this moment, the things of the year have been investigated seven or 

eighty-eight. 

“Do you know what kind of life is going on after Dad eloped? Grandpa, don’t 

you regret it at all?” “Kylena, don’t say it.” 

He regrets, how can he not regret it? 

The old man’s hand fell on the place where his heart was, and his chest was a 

little tight. 

“Why can’t you say it? Grandpa, you killed my parents, but now, you don’t 

allow me to say it.” 

Kylena Gale sneered, showing no sympathy for his pale face. 

“Since you have done it, you shouldn’t deny it, grandpa, admit that you owe 

me, is it really so difficult?” “I owe you, Kylena, these things have passed, and 

grandpa will be fine in the future. I love you.” 

He really doesn’t want to mention it again, think again! 



The heart seemed to be split, and the pain was bloody. 

He owes their family, this is the biggest regret in his life, the biggest pain in his 

heart. 

“You love me, don’t you just know how to talk with your mouth?” Kylena Gale 

felt unspeakable for his so-called guilt. 

“Kylena…” 

He didn’t understand why the baby granddaughter suddenly became like this. 

Could it be that she really hates him so much in her heart? 

Is she really unwilling to forgive him? 

“Grandpa, since I feel ashamed of me, why don’t you want to sign this 

agreement?” Kylena leaned over and despised him, her eyes were full of cold 

disdain. 

“You made my family ruined. If you are unwilling to pay even this price now, 

then your so-called love for my father Gale Jingxu is nothing more than this.” 

“Then in the future, don’t say anything about my father, say What am I your 

precious granddaughter!” “Because in your heart, all people are not as 

important as yourself!” The old man’s heart slammed, and his breathing 

became heavy. 

He gasped for a few breaths and looked at Kylena Gale, whether it was 

heartache or distress, he didn’t know. 

Looking at the agreement in my hand, my heart trembled and it was cold. 

“Grandpa, if you really want to make up for it, sign it.” 



Kylena Gale’s voice still lingered in his ears, even lingering in his heart. 

It’s like a magic sound, constantly lingering and lingering. 

“Grandpa, don’t hesitate anymore. You said you would hurt me and you 

wanted to make up for it, didn’t you?” A pen was put into the old man’s hand, 

and the agreement was re-spread on his. before. 

Kylena Gale took his hand and placed it on the agreement. 

The tip of the pen is facing the endorsement. 

She curled her lips and stared at the old man’s not very bright eyes. 

“Grandpa, sign it.” 

Chapter 416 

Do you think she is really nice to you? 

Since you want to make up, it’s better to make up really well. 

The old man actually doesn’t care at all whether money is brought to life or 

not. 

I just care about whether their Gale family can develop well in the future and 

whether they can still make Gale family’s thousands of employees live a good 

life. 

“The shares are transferred to you, Gale’s still follow the current model, you 

have to listen to your Zyden brother, he is very experienced in managing 

Gale.” 

The old man looked at Kylena Gale, this is his only request now. 



Kylena Gale nodded hurriedly: “Okay, I listen to Zyden, anyway, I just want 

shares.” 

“What happened to Gale before, what will happen in the future, there will be 

absolutely no problem.” 

She is now , I only hope that he will sign the share transfer letter soon. 

They have a lawyer on board, both sides are there, plus a lawyer, this share 

transfer letter is absolutely valid! 

“Grandpa, you sign it quickly.” 

Kylena Gale urged again. 

The old man sighed, and finally picked it up, he was about to sign his name! 

Unexpectedly, the door of the room suddenly slammed and was pushed open. 

Gale Qinglian walked in quickly. 

“Dad, how many shares does she want you to give her?” Gale Qinglian’s face 

was gloomy. If she hadn’t heard the lawyer call just now, she wouldn’t know 

that things had developed to this point! 

“Gale Qinglian, what are you going to do?” Kylena Gale stood up abruptly, 

trying to drive her out. 

The old man frowned: “Kylena, she is your aunt, and you can’t be so rude to 

your aunt.” 

After Kylena Gale came back, although she kept making a lot of small 

gestures, at least, in front of others, she should be polite to her family. some. 

The first name and last name were Qing Lian just now. This attitude of 

addressing is really a bit too much. 



He loves her, but he doesn’t want to spoil her into a completely rude and 

unruly lady. 

Gale Qinglian was still very anxious, rushed over and snatched the agreement. 

When she saw that Kylena Gale wanted 30% of the shares, she went crazy. 

“Kylena Gale, you are so courageous! You actually want to swallow the entire 

Gale clan!” They said yes, Kylena Gale wants ten points, privately give her five 

points, this is the biggest bottom line Gale Qinglian can accept . 

She does want Gale’s shares, which will be reserved for her son in the future. 

With five more points, in the future the son will be in the Gale clan, and the 

power will be guaranteed. 

But she didn’t expect that Kylena Gale’s wolfish ambition would require thirty 

points, she was crazy! 

“Dad, this agreement cannot be signed!” “What are you going to do? Gale 

Qinglian, you just want to be a demon now?” Kylena Gale stared at her, her 

eyes full of threats. 

She also planned this matter herself. 

The agreement they signed in private is still in her family’s 

in the room. 

If something goes out, it is definitely not a good thing for Gale Qinglian, is she 

really not afraid at all? 

In this way, she betrayed her father! 

Betrayed the entire Gale family! 



Dare she say it? 

Gale Qinglian was really entangled, especially, the smell of warning in Kylena 

Gale’s eyes made her hesitate a bit. 

However, looking at my elderly father, my heart is hard to come down. 

Taking a deep breath, she said solemnly: “Dad, Kylena Gale is not your 

granddaughter at all, don’t let her lie.” 

“What are you talking about?” The old man was so scared that his heart 

tightened and he almost had a heart attack. . 

“Gale Qinglian, do you know what you are doing?” Kylena Gale was so angry 

that she said loudly: “Come here! Drive her out!” “Dad, Kylena Gale is really not 

your granddaughter. You were talking to Beiling at the beginning. 

The DNA test she did, the blood sample was not hers, Zyden should know 

about this too!” “Gale Qinglian!” “What the hell is going on?” The old man 

lifted the quilt and stared at the two who came in. the man. 

“The matter has not been clearly stated. Even if you drive Qinglian out, I will 

not sign this agreement.” 

Gale Qinglian looked at her father, and suddenly her heart became sore. 

Although she was angry that her father had treated her son badly, but 

everyone has lived together for so many years, in fact, the whole family has 

always been very harmonious. 

The eldest sister Gale Qinghe has a very good relationship with her. 

I don’t know if it’s because they are all daughters, but they are not like a family 

with many sons and so many conspiracies. 



It can be said that before Kylena Gale came back, the family was really 

harmonious. 

After Kylena Gale came back, things turned up one after another, and 

everyone was tired. 

Kylena Gale looked at the old man coldly, and said blankly: “Grandpa, you are 

really good to me! Is this compensation?” “Kylena Gale, don’t be pretentious, 

you are not our Gale family’s grandson, we Gale family Miss Sun, yes!” “What 

are you talking about?” The old man felt his heart pricked all at once, making 

it more painful! 

However, it is his granddaughter, is this true? 

Obviously, it was a shocking thing, but, at first hearing it, it turned out to be… 

so much expectation. 

If, RJenni is really his good granddaughter… this is simply the most perfect 

thing. 

However, what happened to RJenni and Zyden? 

At the thought of the scene where they rolled on the bed last night, the old 

man’s face suddenly paled. 

The body that had just stood up shook, and fell onto the bed with a thud. 

“Of course, and Zyden…” 

“Dad! It’s not like that! They don’t have that kind of feeling at all!” Gale 

Qinglian wanted to pass, but was stopped by two big men. 

She said anxiously: “They are only being drugged, so… but Dad 

Don’t worry, they absolutely did not do that kind of thing, I assure you! 



“She was involved in the drug administration, and the amount of the drug 

administered was very accurate. Even if she felt that the old man was partial to 

Zyden Gale, she, the aunt and aunt of other people, would never take the life 

of her own children and their care of the family. Fame is a joke. If it really 

made them a thing, the two children of their family would be completely 

destroyed. 

“They didn’t, Dad, don’t be afraid, they really didn’t. 

Seeing that the old man’s face became paler and paler, Gale Qinglian became 

anxious. 

She wanted to go, but she was stopped by those people. 

“Kylena Gale, you dare to do this to us. 

After I go back, I won’t let you go!” 

Gale Qinglian tried to push the two people away, but unexpectedly, they 

pushed them to the ground. 

“Kylena Gale, dare you!” 

“What am I afraid of?” 

“The matter has reached this point, and there is no way to restore it. This 

stupid Gale Qinglian, unexpectedly, finally came to her! “Conscience 

discovered?” 

“She looked at Gale Qinglian and sneered: “You are worthy of Gale Qinglian?” 

Gale Qinglian gritted her teeth and got up from the ground, but she didn’t 

know what to say. 



She had a guilty conscience, after all, she was the one who brought her father 

here! Kylena Gale watched sitting on the bed and looked at the gasping father 

Gale. Thin lips curled up and smiled disdainfully. 

“Do you think your daughter is so kind to you?” 

In fact, she brought you here just to swallow your possessions! 

“Gale’s five points of shares made her completely betray you. Is such a 

daughter really good?” 
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The man on the deck, Mr. Gale, looked at Gale Qinglian, and Gale Qinglian 

lowered her head with regret. 

“I’m sorry, Dad, it’s me… it’s me who is obsessed with my heart for a while!” 

The old man was not angry. When he came, the daughter had already said 

very clearly. 

She felt aggrieved! 

“Stop talking, let’s talk about those things when we go home.” 

He stood up on the edge of the bed and looked at Kylena Gale. 

“I will not sign this agreement. You pretend to be my Gale family’s Miss Sun. 

For Ranran’s sake, I don’t care about this matter.” 

He just wants to go back quickly and see him Ranran. 

He wants to let Ranran call him grandfather, and really call him grandfather! 

“Old man, do you think that if you don’t sign an agreement today, you can 

really leave this ship?” “Kylena Gale, what do you want to do? Even if this 



agreement is signed, the agreement signed under forced circumstances, 

Looking back, we can still let the lawyer confront you!” Gale Qinglian really 

wanted to tear up this bad woman! 

It was her provocation and temptation that made her fascinated for a while! 

Kylena Gale shrugged and looked at her eyes like a clown. 

“Gale Qinglian, you brought your father to the high seas by yourself. Now, do 

you want to clear the relationship?” High seas! 

Gale Qinglian and Old Man Gale looked at each other, and their hearts 

suddenly became cold. 

Gale Qinglian finally remembered that this place is really on the open sea. 

On the high seas, too many people like pirates will die if they encounter 

pirates. 

How to do? 

Gale Qinglian looked at Father Gale. 

Elder Gale looked at Kylena Gale with a firm face: “I won’t sign the agreement. 

Even if I kill me, I won’t sign it!” “Kill you? Wouldn’t it be that I have to come 

back empty-handed?” She would be so stupid, she covered her lips and smiled 

happily. 

“But, there is a person, but there is no use value at all.” 

The two thugs standing in front of Gale Qinglian suddenly turned their heads 

and kicked Gale Qinglian’s belly. 

Gale Qinglian fell to the ground with a thud, bending her waist in pain, and 

could not even speak. 



“Qinglian!” The old man felt a pain, wanted to go to help her, but was pushed 

back by the thug. 

He glared at Kylena Gale: “Dare you!” When did their family caretakers be 

beaten like this? 

Kylena Gale actually had the chance to win, but she couldn’t help being so 

sternly stared, and she took a half step back. 

It is worthy of being a superior who has been in shopping malls for so many 

years. 

Although he has retired now, he still has some momentum. 

However, Kylena Gale quickly calmed down. 

Here is the high seas, the boat, inside and out are all his own people, what is 

he afraid of? 

“Today, if you sign is a sign, you have to sign if you don’t sign!” Kylena Gale 

straightened her waist and spent more than a month with her, which made her 

very clear. 

Grandpa attaches great importance to this family and his family. 

His philosophy is actually very simple. 

Money can be earned again, and people, once there is an accident, they can 

never come back. 

She knew that it was because of Gale Jingxu’s affairs that made him feel guilty 

to this day. 

She walked up to Gale Qinglian and gave another kick to Gale Qinglian, who 

was still pale with pain. 



Gale Qinglian gritted her teeth, but still sweating in pain. 

“Grandpa, how about it? If you don’t sign, I’ll take a knife and cut it off the 

woman with one knife.” 

As soon as the words were finished, the men actually sent her the knife. 

We lived together for more than a month, but unexpectedly, this girl could be 

so cruel! 

Kylena Gale didn’t think she had any problems, she took the knife and looked 

at the old man. 

“How about, sign or not?” … Half an hour later, the old man of the Gale family 

and Gale Qinglian were left on the boat, the same boat they were on when 

they arrived. 

Kylena Gale stood on the yacht, watching them condescendingly. 

“Don’t say I’m cruel, I won’t give you a way to survive. This boat has everything 

on it, and the boat is not broken, but you have to go back by yourself.” 

She waved her hand and the men immediately pushed the father and their 

boat out. 

“Look, when we left, you were still fine, and our people didn’t hurt you.” 

If their luck is really so bad, they won’t be able to go back and die on the 

endless sea. 

Well, this matter has nothing to do with them. 

“Grandpa, sister-in-law, goodbye!” Standing on the yacht, Kylena Gale happily 

waved goodbye to them. 



Gale Qinglian really wanted to curse, but at this time, no matter what the curse 

was, it was of no use. 

Kylena Gale’s yacht quickly drove away. 

Although they also have a small yacht, the yacht has an inner cabin with a 

kitchen, and the refrigerator in the kitchen contains water and food. 

The cockpit is also good, as long as they can drive, it is only a matter of time 

before they go back. 

But the point is, who will drive a yacht? 

Gale Qinglian looked at the old man, and the old man snorted: “Isn’t it just a 

yacht, can I be hard to come by? Your dad drove me when he was young!” He 

turned and walked into the driver’s cab. 

The yachts I have driven before are completely different. 

He can’t use that high-tech instrument at all. 

The most frightening thing is that he can’t even navigate. 

On the sea, if you can’t find a direction, you may never get back to the shore. 

“Dad, what do we… do?” Gale Qinglian began to feel uneasy when seeing her 

dad playing around in the cockpit for so long, and she couldn’t even figure 

out the way. 

It’s terrible to let the yacht drift slowly at sea without knowing how to sail! 

It’s like waiting for death slowly! 

This 



It’s not the most terrifying. 

The terrifying thing is that in case you encounter pirates… 

“Dad!” Gale Qinglian was so afraid that she would burst out in cold sweat 

when she thought of those fierce and inhuman pirates. 

“Don’t worry, I’ll try again, don’t worry.” 

The old man himself was already sweating profusely and his face became 

paler. 

Seeing his face like this, Gale Qinglian panicked even more. 

“Dad, don’t worry, sit down and rest for a while, or… or let me try.” 

Her dad has a heart attack. He was pissed off by Kylena Gale just now, plus he 

was deceived by Kylena Gale. 

After discovering the truth, after experiencing so much, it is almost impossible 

to hold it! 

“Dad, don’t worry, you sit down first.” 

“It’s okay, your dad is always healthy and okay.” 

He said it was okay, but the old man’s face became more and more unsightly. 

Even his hands were shaking. 

I’ve been holding back, until now, I really can’t hold it anymore. 

“Dad…Dad! How are you? Don’t scare me!” After being silent for two seconds, 

the old man suddenly tilted his body and fell to the side. 



Gale Qinglian was so frightened that she rushed over and held him back. 

But the old man had closed his eyes tightly and passed out. 

“Dad! Dad, wake up, don’t scare me, don’t scare me!” The sea is vast, there is 

no doctor, no medicine, what should I do? 

What else can she do? 

It’s all her bad. Why is she so obsessed with money and listened to Kylena 

Gale’s lobbying? 

The originally happy family, now, is it really going to end up ruined? 

“Dad…” 

Suddenly, the sound of the yacht radar caught Gale Qinglian’s attention. 

Why, why is there a yacht approaching? 

Is it really a pirate? 

Gale Qinglian was so frightened that she lay down on her father, walked 

quickly to the window, and looked out. 

A small yacht is coming towards them. 

The man standing on the yacht deck… is it him? 

Chapter 418 

He is fine. 

“Grandpa!” Emily Gale woke up suddenly. 



Look at the time, twelve o’clock in the evening. 

Grandpa hasn’t returned yet, Zyden Gale is not there, and they all went out to 

find someone. 

Kylena Gale and Joseph are also gone, as well as Gale Qinglian. 

Everyone seems to have completely disappeared. 

After sleeping for two hours and unable to sleep anymore, Emily Gale lifted 

the quilt and got up. 

She looked at the phone on the bedside table. 

Since the accident, she has not contacted him, nor has he sent her a word. 

In fact, it is clear in my heart that even if I find him, he is not necessarily willing 

to say anything to himself. 

After all, it is Kylena Gale that he cares about now. 

What’s more, no one knows whether he and Kylena Gale are planning 

anything in private. 

However, without looking for him, she really doesn’t know who to look for 

now! 

Take out the phone, turn out the familiar number, and click on it with a long 

finger. 

But she hesitated again. 

After thinking about it, I called Zyden Gale first: “Brother Zyden, how are you 

now?” “There is still no news, don’t worry, Kylena Gale will not do anything to 

grandpa, our people are still looking for it.” 



Jenni is not worried, it is impossible. 

But now there is no news from Zyden Gale, even if he is worried, it is useless. 

Hanging up the phone, she took the phone and clicked on the number. 

I don’t know how long it took, but finally made up my mind and dialed the 

number. 

It probably only rang twice, and then picked up the phone: “What’s the 

matter?” The deep voice was still awake, and there was no sleep at all. 

It’s past twelve, is he still working? 

“Major Jackson, have you been with Kylena Gale during the day?” Emily Gale 

tried hard to make her voice sound flat, although slight sweat was already 

coming out of her palms. 

“Yeah.” 

His response, like his people, was so deep that you couldn’t figure out what it 

meant. 

“Then where is she now?” “I don’t know.” 

Emily Gale didn’t know, and Master Jackson didn’t know if he really didn’t 

know, or just didn’t want to tell her. 

But inexplicably, I feel that I should believe him. 

He may be very bad to her, but at least, he disdains lying. 

“So, when you separated from her, did she say what she was going to do?” 

“No.” 



It was still a brief reply, followed by a long silence. 

Emily Gale couldn’t find any way anymore. He said no, that would be no. 

It is impossible to get more information from him. 

“Then…” 

“Where are you now?” This is the first time Hunter Jackson took the initiative 

to speak tonight. 

“I’m at Gale’s house.” 

Emily Gale answered honestly. 

He originally said that he wanted to live in Gale’s house, but he was Young 

Master Jackson, and they didn’t need to say hello to her if they wanted to go 

out. 

But she doesn’t 

Similarly, when she came to Lingzhou, if Hunter Jackson had no special 

arrangements, she could only stay at Gale’s house. 

After that, there was silence again. 

In the end, Emily Gale whispered: “Young Master Jackson, I’ll hang up first, 

late…” 

“He’s okay.” 

Before Emily Gale could digest what this meant, a beep came from the phone. 

Voice, the call was hung up by Hunter Jackson. 

After dialing it again, the subject showed off status. 



What does he mean? 

Did Master Jackson mean Grandpa? 

But why is he not willing to make it clear? 

Is grandpa really okay? 

Emily Gale hesitated, and immediately got through Zyden Gale’s number. 

“Why don’t you sleep so late? Don’t worry, grandpa will be fine, you rest 

early.” 

Call him at this time, Zyden Gale knew that she must be so worried that she 

couldn’t sleep. 

Emily Gale immediately said: “I called Hunter Jackson just now, and he said… 

He said he was okay.” 

“He was okay?” Zyden Gale was a little puzzled whether there was something 

wrong with Young Master Jackson. He was not worried now. 

“No, he said, he was okay.” 

Emily Gale didn’t know how to explain it, but Hunter Jackson did not clearly 

say who he was referring to. 

“Brother Zyden, I can’t explain. I asked him if he knew where Kylena Gale was. 

They didn’t know. He also admitted that he was with Kylena Gale today. 

Later…” 

The conversation afterwards was a bit weird. 



She hesitated, then said, “After a long silence, he asked me where I was. I said I 

was at Gale’s house. 

After that, it was silent again.” 

This kind of silence is really incomprehensible to most people. 

However, Zyden Gale can. 

With the relationship between Emily Gale and Hunter Jackson, now Hunter 

Jackson and Kylena Gale are together, and if they can’t quarrel between them, 

then silence is inevitable. 

Because no one wants to hang up the phone first. 

“In short, at the end he said something. He was fine. 

After that, he hung up the phone.” 

“I understand.” 

Zyden Gale nodded and continued searching towards the vast sea. 

“In that case, Young Master Jackson probably knows where Grandpa is, but I 

don’t want to tell you.” 

“However, don’t worry, I believe Young Master Jackson will not lie to you. He 

said that Grandpa is okay, so he must be okay. .” 

At least, it’s fine for the time being. 

“Brother Zyden, where are you now? Young Master Jackson can’t get through, 

what are you going to do next?” Although Young Master Jackson’s words 

made Emily Gale breathe a sigh of relief, she was also relieved a lot. 



However, Grandpa still didn’t know where he was. He couldn’t find it in one 

day, and everyone couldn’t relax. 

“I’m out to sea.” 

Zyden Gale walked out of the deck, facing the sea breeze, even his voice was a 

little confused. 

“We seem to have found some clues left by Kylena Gale. 

Go in the direction of the sea. 

“However, the high seas are still far from my current location. 

At least I have to sail for a long time. Besides, I am not sure of Grandpa’s 

specific location. 

It is not easy to find a boat in the vast ocean.” 

“You said, Kylena Gale left a clue? 

“Why do you always feel that this thing is a little weird?” “I know that Kylena 

Gale might have deliberately led me, but Grandpa is obviously in her hands 

now. Even if it is a trap, I must go.” 

“Zyden Gale has no choice. Before he could trust his own judgment, Kylena 

Gale would not hurt Grandpa. But now, after knowing that they have been to 

the high seas, this judgment is no longer certain. 

The high seas are a frequent pirate. Place. In case Kylena Gale really led 

grandfather and aunt to the high seas, even if they didn’t take action, the 

pirates would find them. I’m afraid it would be difficult for them to come back 

alive. He is really worried now. 

“Brother Zyden… 



“I know what you want to say, but you should know what your situation is 

now.” 

“A woman with a child, even if she comes out, can’t help much. 

“You stay at home with peace of mind. Only in this way can you not increase 

the pressure on me. 

“Zyden Gale thought for a while, then said, “Kylena Gale led me away. 

It is very likely that I have already taken action against Gale. I need you to talk 

to my mother tomorrow, tell her what you know, and she will help. your. 

Emily Gale sighed, and finally nodded: “Okay, I know how to do it.” 

“Hang up the phone, checked the time of the phone, 12:30. 

At this time, Gale Qinghe didn’t know if he was asleep. I was planning to go 

over and check, but the phone rang. 

A strange number! I don’t know why. , Her heart slammed! She hesitated 

before connecting the phone: “Hey. 

“Emily Gale.” 

“Kylena Gale’s voice hides a happy and relaxed smile: “Want to know where 

your grandpa is?” 

Come out now, I want to see you. 

Chapter 419 

Aunt and you face, “Kylena Gale, what do you want to do? Where is Grandpa 

Gale?” Emily Gale’s fingers tightened suddenly, and she abruptly stood up 

from the chair, wishing to be in front of Kylena Gale now. 



“Why is it still called Grandpa Gale? Why, shouldn’t it be called Grandpa?” 

Kylena Gale laughed loudly, disdainfully. 

“Didn’t Zyden Gale tell you that you are the Gale family’s Miss Sun?” “I am 

not!” Emily Gale took her cellphone tightly and walked out of the room while 

talking to her. 

She walked to Gale Qinghe’s study. 

Just now, I saw that my aunt was in contact with others, all to find the old man. 

She didn’t know how much Zyden Gale and Gale Qinghe had said, but Gale 

Qinghe knew about the missing man. 

“Kylena Gale, I used my hair and Grandpa Gale’s hair to be sent for 

identification. I am not her granddaughter at all.” 

She had already walked to the door of Gale Qinghe’s study, and Gale Qinghe 

just came out of it. 

Emily Gale immediately stretched out her hand and made a silent motion for 

her. 

Gale Qinghe frowned. 

Although he still didn’t know what was happening, he had received her 

message and kept quiet. 

Emily Gale pointed to her mobile phone and continued: “Kylena Gale, I am not 

Grandpa Gale’s granddaughter just like you. 

It’s useless for you to find me.” 

Gale Qinghe squeezed her palm. 



Zyden Gale didn’t explain the matter to her clearly, but she guessed right, 

Kylena Gale was not their Gale family’s Miss Sun. 

As for whether Emily Gale is right now, it is not the point. 

The point is, Kylena Gale and her sister Gale Qinglian cheated her dad away. 

Where are they now? 

“Kylena Gale, where on earth did you hide Grandpa Gale? It is illegal to detain 

people privately. Don’t mess around.” 

Emily Gale kept blinking at Gale Qinghe. Gale Qinghe took out his mobile 

phone in the morning and sent a message to his assistant: Check the location 

of the number where Emily Gale is calling. 

After the people over there returned a message, they acted immediately. 

Kylena Gale didn’t know the situation here, and she still smiled triumphantly. 

“You want to know, just come out? You come out, and you will see your 

grandfather.” 

“Kylena Gale, I said, he is not my grandfather! I have done an appraisal!” 

“Idiot!” Kylena Gale told her “Did you do it? You were deceived by people 

around you! It turns out that there are so many people around you who want 

to deceive you. Oh, you are really stupid!” “But, the old man Go to Beiling and 

do a blood sample with me for the test. 

The test result is related to your blood. You are the granddaughter of the old 

man.” 

“Kylena Gale, it is not because I said it! You are Grandpa Gale yourself. ‘S 

granddaughter, you even got this wrong, are you stupid?” “Emily Gale, the real 

stupid person is you, you…” 



Suddenly, 

Kylena Gale frowned and immediately became vigilant: “Emily Gale, do you 

want to delay and check my location?” When did this b*tch become so smart? 

But unfortunately, she couldn’t find it in such a short time! 

“I’ll give you an hour to come to Fuyuan Wharf by yourself. If you dare to find 

someone else, don’t expect to see your grandfather in your life!” “Kylena Gale, 

you…” 

Bumbled, The phone was hung up. 

Emily Gale glanced at the screen of the phone and made sure that the phone 

was really cut off by Kylena Gale before she took care of Gale Qinghe. 

“She let me…” 

Thinking of Kylena Gale’s last warning, she didn’t say anything at that location. 

“Madam, did you ask someone to track down Kylena Gale’s location?” “Yes.” 

But, in such a short period of time, it might not be easy to trace it. 

Even if it can be traced, with Kylena Gale’s alertness, I am afraid that after 

hanging up the phone, the person has left that location. 

However, even if there is a little hope, no one is willing to give up. 

“What else did Kylena Gale tell you?” She didn’t ignore Emily Gale’s desire to 

speak just now. 

“She wants me to go to a place.” 

“Well, I’ll go with you.” 



Gale Qinghe said immediately. 

Emily Gale looked at her, clearly embarrassed. 

“Kylena Gale asked you to go alone?” Gale Qinghe looked at her and suddenly 

grabbed her hand. 

“You are the Miss Sun of our Gale family. If you just said that you are not, just 

to delay Kylena Gale, right?” “I…” 

Emily Gale didn’t know. 

In fact, up to now, she still hasn’t done the appraisal with Grandpa Gale. 

She wanted to withdraw her hand, but Gale Qinghe didn’t allow it! 

“Madam…” 

“I’m your aunt!” Gale Qinghe said “Aunt”, so that Emily Gale’s nose was sore, 

and tears almost rolled down. 

She said she was an aunt, and Gale Qinghe really regarded her as a family. 

“Actually, I always think that you are very similar to Sang Qing, really alike, 

much more like Kylena Gale.” 

That was when I saw her for the first time. 

Only at that time, everyone was confused by a so-called “fact”. 

That is, Kylena Gale and the old man have already done a DNA test, and as a 

result of the test, they are both grandparents. 

No one thought that the appraisal that he did personally could be 

manipulated by others. 



“Now, I don’t have to think about anything. I will find my dad first before 

talking.” 

Gale Qinghe held Emily Gale’s hand tightly, and the heat from her palm 

warmed Emily Gale’s heart. 

“Anyway, Kylena Gale, I will face it with you. 

Aunt will not let you take risks alone!” Emily Gale bit her lip, nodded, and said 

nothing. 

What else did Gale Qinghe want to say, but the phone rang 

. 

She immediately connected the phone: “How?” “I can’t track it, the call time is 

too short.” 

Gale Qinghe had no choice but to look at Emily Gale: “Where did Kylena Gale 

want you to go?” “Qiantan Wharf, she…” 

Emily Gale hesitated before continuing, “She asked me to arrive at seven 

tomorrow morning and can’t bring anyone.” 

“Okay, tomorrow at seven, I will go with you.” 

“Yeah. 

“Emily Gale nodded. 

Although Gale Qinghe is still very anxious, but now, there is no way. 

“Apart from these, does Kylena Gale say anything? Did you say anything is 

needed?” “She didn’t say, as long as I go by myself.” 



“What does she want?” Gale Qinghe didn’t figure it out. Vengeful? 

However, how much feud can the two sisters have? 

What’s more, it was Kylena Gale who had robbed Emily Gale’s position. Even if 

there was a grudge, it was Emily Gale who hated Kylena Gale. 

Why now, Kylena Gale wants to deal with Emily Gale instead? 

Seeing Emily Gale shook his head, Gale Qinghe said in a deep voice: “Don’t be 

afraid, go home early to rest, Aunt will follow you tomorrow morning!” “Yeah.” 

Emily Gale turned and walked towards his room. 

It wasn’t until she entered and closed the door that Gale Qinghe took out her 

mobile phone and dialed the assistant’s number. 

“Tomorrow morning, Jenni and I will go to Qiantan Pier. Kylena Gale made an 

appointment with Jenni to meet there… Yes, I don’t know what she wants to 

do. You gather the people and look at the environment now… You must not 

let them know. Otherwise, my dad will be in danger!” 

Chapter 420 

The last point of trust that Emily Gale wants to go to without Kylena Gale is 

Fuyuan Wharf. 

However, what Emily Gale told Gale Qinghe was the Qiantan Wharf. 

She couldn’t let Gale Qinghe go with her, because Kylena Gale said that as 

long as she was not alone, grandpa would be in danger. 

But she also knew that going there alone would be dangerous! 



But there is not much time, one hour, and Kylena Gale doesn’t know what to 

do with grandpa. 

Emily Gale looked at the phone and wanted to call Zyden Gale. Unexpectedly, 

Zyden Gale’s number indicated that he could not be reached. 

He must have gone to the high seas. 

At this time, it is normal that the distance is too far and cannot be contacted. 

This is definitely Kylena Gale’s conspiracy. 

She deliberately left a clue to Zyden Gale that she was still on the high seas in 

order to transfer Zyden Gale away from the mountain! 

After trying the phone several times, Emily Gale still couldn’t get out. 

She dialed another number. 

But unlike before, Hunter Jackson’s number showed the off state. 

Even the last hope is completely broken. 

From the gap in the open door, Emily Gale saw Gale Qinghe walking into the 

room while making a call. 

She immediately changed a set of clothes, walked out of the room, found 

something in the kitchen, and slipped out of the hall when there was no one in 

the middle of the night. 

There are many cars in the garage, and the keys are basically in the cars. 

Emily Gale opened the door of one of the cars, and when she was about to 

start the car, her face was a little darkened again. 



For him, there is still a bit of trust and, moreover, dependence. 

When I was most helpless, I always thought of Hunter Jackson. 

She took out the phone and sent a message to Hunter Jackson: “Kylena Gale 

wants me to go to Fuyuan Wharf now. I am going to go by myself now. I don’t 

know what the danger is.” 

After the message was sent, she started the car and stepped on it. On the 

accelerator, drive the car out of the garage. 

Maybe Hunter Jackson and Kylena Gale are really getting better. 

Perhaps Hunter Jackson didn’t care about her anymore. 

Maybe… Maybe there are countless possibilities, but she still wants to believe 

him, wants to rely on him. 

Maybe this is the last reliance on him… In her last life, she drove for several 

years. 

It seems that I haven’t driven before. 

At first, it was a bit uncomfortable, but soon, the driving skills returned. 

The black luxury car is like an elf in the night…… Fuyuan Wharf. 

This pier, which has been abandoned for several years, is indescribably quiet 

tonight. 

Except for the faint light in the distance, the surrounding area turned out to be 

dark. 



Emily Gale parked the car on the open space by the dock, got out of the car 

and walked towards the place where the lights were on. Only halfway away, 

the phone rang. 

She thought it was Kylena Gale, but she didn’t expect it to be Hunter Jackson. 

“What do you want to do?” Hunter Jackson was a little rude 

The voice came. 

What came with the sound was the sound of howling wind. He seemed to 

stand against the wind, and the wind was very big. 

The sound of the wind even tends to become louder and louder. He seems to 

be walking? 

No, it’s more like driving in the wind? 

Or, sail? 

Where is he? 

“Kylena Gale said, only if I come, she will let grandpa go.” 

“Are you stupid or stupid? She will really let go when you go? What kind of 

person Kylena Gale is, you don’t know?” Joseph Fortunately Bei, he started on 

a whim, otherwise, I really want to miss this girl’s message! 

This woman is stupid! 

“Now, go back to me immediately. I said, your grandpa is okay, did you hear 

me!” “What did you say?” Emily Gale tightened his fingertips instantly, “My 

grandpa?” Why would he know? 

Why can he be so sure? 



Emily Gale’s heart suddenly chilled. 

Some terrible thoughts flashed through her mind, and all of a sudden, she was 

shaking with the cold. 

“Hunter Jackson, you know, you know everything! You asked me to change 

the hair samples of my grandfather and me, didn’t you?” On the other end of 

the phone, there was only a whirr of wind, other than that, there was no 

response. 

He is silent, and silent means he admits it! 

“Why?” Emily Gale almost roared! 

Why would he do this? 

Why did she change the hair samples of her and grandpa? Why should she 

stop her from recognizing grandpa? 

“When did you know it? Before coming to Lingzhou? Why didn’t you say it 

earlier? You…” 

Suddenly, she panicked, her hand holding the phone trembling constantly. 

“You… are joining forces with Kylena Gale to deal with my grandfather and big 

cousin?” No wonder he saw himself and Zyden Gale rolling on the sheets that 

night. He was so calm and didn’t react at all. 

It turned out that he knew Kylena Gale’s plan a long time ago! 

Maybe, he still has a part! 

“Hunter Jackson, tell me, why are you doing this? Do you want to swallow the 

Gale clan as well?” “I didn’t mean to move the Gale clan.” 



Although the Gale clan is very powerful, his Jackson clan is no exception Let it 

be. 

He is not interested in Gale! 

“Then why are you? Why do you want to deal with us with Kylena Gale?” Emily 

Gale was almost desperate. He didn’t expect that the person he wanted to rely 

on the most when he was in the most dangerous time would turn out to be 

the one who cut the knife! 

She can’t see through this man, really can’t see through! 

“Hunter Jackson…” 

“I don’t want to explain other things, but now, I will review my home 

immediately, and I am not allowed to take a half step out of Gale’s house!” 

Hunter Jackson’s voice sounded very cold, although the wind was loud, but 

Still can’t help his chill. 

“Why should I listen to you? You want to hurt my grandpa! You bad guy!” 

Emily Gale was so excited that he almost wanted to hand 

Throw away the machine. 

From the moment he was silent, she was desperate. 

She just doesn’t understand, what is this for? 

He helped Kylena Gale, deceived the Gale family, and prevented her from 

recognizing her grandfather… Has he been involved in all this since he was in 

Beiling? 

Young Master Jackson, he has everything, what exactly does he want? 

Is money really so important? 



He has the Jackson family, and still wants to use such means to snatch Gale 

family’s property? 

She didn’t want to believe that he was that kind of person. 

But he changed the hair samples of her and grandpa, but it was a fact! 

Kylena Gale may be full of nonsense, but at least she is right. 

By her side, there are so many people who want to lie to her and harm her, 

but she doesn’t know anything, she is so stupid! 

“Emily Gale, obedient! Look back at home immediately! I assure you that your 

grandpa has nothing to do, and in a few days, he can go home.” 

“Then tell me, where is my grandpa now? What is he doing? When will he 

come back?” “I have no comment now, you…” 

With a beep, Emily Gale actually hung up the phone! 

Call again, that girl’s number will never get through! 

Looking at the dimming screen, Hunter Jackson’s forehead was faintly 

exposed! 

That girl, I really don’t believe her anymore! 

He dialed another number: “Let’s get people to rush to Fuyuan Wharf, right 

now!” He hung up the phone, and he turned his head and stared at Aspen Li 

who was driving the speedboat: “Did you not eat? The speed is so slow? Go 

away, I Come!” 



Chapter 421 

I’m dead, you won’t survive Emily Gale staring at the woman standing in front 

of him. 

Her mobile phone had been snatched by someone from the other party, and 

after forcibly shutting it down, she left it in an unknown corner. 

“Oh, Emily Gale, you are really stupid enough. 

At this time, you still want to let Hunter Jackson come to rescue you?” Kylena 

Gale smiled coldly, despising Emily Gale’s stupid behavior infinitely. 

“Didn’t you say that you took the old man’s hair and did the appraisal with 

your own?” Didn’t she figure it out yet by this time? 

“The person who did it was Hunter Jackson at all, you still don’t know?” The 

man she was thinking of, didn’t even have a trace of sincerity to her! 

“He doesn’t want you, a useless woman, to be Miss Sun of Gale’s family, 

because you didn’t help him at all!” This woman is so stupid as to be hopeless! 

Emily Gale met her gaze, a stubborn face in the night, without a trace of fear. 

“Where is my grandpa?” she asked calmly. 

“You finally admit that he is your grandfather?” Heh! 

Now, are you going to stage a drama of deep love between grandfather and 

grandson? 

“Kylena Gale, you are not Miss Sun of the Gale family. If you ask your 

grandfather to sign the equity transfer letter for you, it is a crime of fraud!” 

“Really?” Kylena Gale disapproved at all. 



Now, Zyden Gale went to the high seas to find the old man, and Gale Qinglian 

accompanied the old man. Maybe she had died in the high seas. 

Who will prove that she is not Gale’s Miss Sun? 

Before Zyden Gale found the old man, he would not dare to come back easily. 

Among the Gale clan, there is only one Gale Qinghe left. 

By Monday, she called the board of directors to remove Gale Qinghe from his 

post, and Gale would completely fall into her hands. 

“Kylena Gale, you are breaking the law!” Emily Gale squeezed her palms and 

stared at her: “When Grandpa comes back, you must…” 

“Then tell me, where is the old man? Can he really come back?” The words 

made Emily Gale’s heart cruelly cold. 

Before I came, I thought that Grandpa might really still be on the open sea. 

But she didn’t dare to take the risk. In case, there is a one in ten million 

possibility, is Grandpa really in her hands? 

Now, with Kylena Gale’s words, it can basically be concluded that grandpa is 

really not in her hands. 

“Kylena Gale, what do you want to do when you come to me?” Her hand fell 

on her waist in the night. 

No one noticed such a subtle movement. 

What’s more, there are several big guys on Kylena Gale’s side, and they have 

the chance to win, so naturally they don’t care what Emily Gale can toss about. 



“We two sisters, what reason do we need to make an appointment to meet 

together?” She stepped forward and looked at the weak Emily Gale. 

Laughing wanton makes her look like in the night 

Fairy. 

One, despised fairy! 

“Stop talking nonsense, if it’s okay, I won’t be with you, I don’t have your spare 

time!” Emily Gale turned around and wanted to leave, and the two big guys 

immediately stepped forward and blocked her way. 

Emily Gale was forced to retreat. Behind him, Kylena Gale laughed 

presumptuously, especially on such a night! 

“Haha, you came so stupidly and want to leave safe and sound? I said you are 

stupid, you are really stupid completely!” Kylena Gale folded her arms on her 

chest, in a victory gesture. 

“Such a stupid woman, it’s incredible that Hunter Jackson is willing to ask 

you!” “You let me come to speak and humiliate me?” Emily Gale’s hand was 

still on his waist. 

It seemed that he was afraid of the people around him and wanted to protect 

his body. 

But this action is a joke in Kylena Gale’s eyes. 

With her hands, can she protect her body? 

“Of course I don’t just want to speak and humiliate you, I…” 



She paused, pointed at Emily Gale, and sneered: “Let them humiliate you 

directly with actions!” Emily Gale knew it, and knew it, once she Falling into her 

hands, it will definitely end like this! 

She even dared to make calculations with the people of the caregiver, what 

would she dare not do to her unarmed woman? 

With a panic on her face, she looked back at the big guys and backed away 

again. 

“What do you want to do? Don’t mess around!” Several men stared at her 

mature body, already salivating. 

Now, seeing her panicked look, the most primitive impulse is even more 

excited! 

This little girl did not expect to be even more beautiful than Kylena Gale, and 

she knew it was delicious! 

Kylena Gale really hated the look of these men watching Emily Gale. 

One by one, it’s like a bee seeing sugar! 

Is this b*tch so attractive? 

She pressed her displeased and took out the phone. 

“Guess what I want to do?” She lowered her head and turned on the phone’s 

shooting function. 

“Aren’t you relying on your good-looking appearance and a good body to 

hook men everywhere?” Young Master Jackson and Second Young Master 

Jiang are all dragons in the world. Why should she hook them up? 

“After they see your video on the Internet, I want to see, who would want you.” 



Kylena Gale sneered, seeing Emily Gale stepping back and forth to herself. 

Without a trace of defense, she was pleased by her horrified appearance. 

“Emily Gale, just enjoy it, a few of them will definitely fill you…you!” No one 

thought that the girl who was still trembling just now turned around and 

rushed to Gui Kylena’s side. 

Under the moonlight, only a flash of silver light was seen, and a sharp knife 

pressed against Kylena Gale’s neck. 

Emily Gale’s wrist tightened 

, Kylena Gale only felt a tingling pain on her neck! 

Seeing blood! 

“Emily Gale, what are you going to do? Don’t touch me! Let go!” Kylena Gale 

screamed in fright. 

As soon as she loosened her finger, the phone fell to the ground with a 

snapping sound, making it even more frightening! 

“Emily Gale, you kill someone, I don’t believe you dare to touch me!” “If you 

don’t believe me, you can try!” Emily Gale’s eyes sank, his wrists tightened 

again. 

Kylena Gale only felt that the pain in her neck was instantly enlarged, and 

something slipped down her neck, blood! 

“No! Don’t mess around! Emily Gale, don’t mess around! Don’t kill me!” The 

fear of death made her panic like a clown. 

She was so proud and proud just now, and now she has shamelessly begged 

Emily Gale for mercy. 



Emily Gale glared at the men who wanted to get close, and shouted in a deep 

voice: “Don’t come here, come again, I will kill her, you can’t get the money, 

and there is no benefit!” The men stepped and looked at them. Girl, I don’t 

know if I want to go there. 

Emily Gale’s wrist sank again, and Kylena Gale suddenly exhaled a pig cry: 

“Don’t come! Don’t come! Go away! Go away!” She wanted to watch Emily 

Gale, but she couldn’t see it! 

I can only raise my hands, panicking and painful, tears are rolling down. 

“Emily Gale, I will let you go, and I will let you go now! Don’t hurt me, if I die, 

you won’t survive!” 

Chapter 422 

Are they a group? 

“Let them go away!” Emily Gale shouted. 

For her own life, Kylena Gale could only do so: “Go away! All away! No one is 

allowed to come over!” When several thugs saw this, they could only step 

back. 

Although they are not Kylena Gale’s people, this woman is still worthwhile, and 

there must be no accident. 

If something goes wrong, the subsequent plan will be very difficult to 

implement. 

Emily Gale hijacked Kylena Gale and walked in the direction of her car. 

Those people were afraid of Kylena Gale’s safety and could only follow from a 

distance, not daring to approach. 



Finally, Emily Gale returned to his car. 

When she was about to open the door, Kylena Gale’s face suddenly sank, and 

she raised her elbow and struck Emily Gale’s stomach suddenly. 

Feeling her attack, Emily Gale panicked and subconsciously reached out to 

block her elbow. 

There is a baby in her belly. This time, no one will be allowed to hurt her baby! 

If it wasn’t for Emily Gale’s quick eyes and quick hands, and timely hiding, 

Kylena Gale’s heavy blow would definitely fall on her stomach. 

With a bang, the knife in Emily Gale’s hand fell to the ground. 

Kylena Gale took advantage of this opportunity and hurried away. 

“Catch her! Kill her!” Seeing Emily Gale open the door of the car, Kylena Gale 

yelled, “Who killed her, I will give one million!” One million! 

How long can you squander? 

Under the reward, there must be a brave man. Several people immediately got 

in the car and chased after Emily Gale who had just stepped on the 

accelerator. 

Emily Gale’s driving skills are average, and he has not received professional 

training. 

Soon, the two cars became clearer in the rearview mirror. 

This place leads to an abandoned pier. In the early morning, no cars pass by at 

all. 

In other words, no one will help, she can only rely on herself! 



Emily Gale squeezed the steering wheel and stepped hard on the accelerator. 

However, Gale’s luxury car has super performance. 

The car behind could not catch up. 

Emily Gale glanced in the rearview mirror and breathed a sigh of relief when 

they saw them being thrown far away. 

Looking back at the front again, suddenly, a light shone! 

On the opposite side of the road, a car came! 

She was just taken aback. In fact, the two cars were on their own roads and it 

was impossible to collide. 

However, Emily Gale, who was taken aback, shook his hand and panicked and 

moved the steering wheel. 

After realizing that she had made a mistake, she quickly turned the steering 

wheel back. 

The foot was also scared, and stepped on the brake. 

With a squeak, the car stopped, and her head banged against the steering 

wheel. 

When the cars stopped next to her, they were dumbfounded. 

Is it really so unreliable for women to drive? 

… 

“Young Master Jackson, what are you going to do when you bring me here?” 



The old man walking behind Hunter Jackson seemed to be the one who made 

everyone anxious recently, the old man of the Gale family. 

It has been two days since he came to this island, and today is Monday. 

Time flies! 

He wanted to go back, but Hunter Jackson only wanted to save him here, but 

he refused to mention sending him back. 

And he, the mobile phone is gone, all communication equipment is not 

available, and there is no way to contact anyone at all! 

He signed the share transfer letter. Now, what is Kylena Gale doing with his 

transfer letter? 

The old man couldn’t ask if Hunter Jackson and Kylena Gale were in the same 

group. 

Because even if you ask, if the other party doesn’t confess, there is no way. 

However, faintly, with his judgment, the old man felt that the possibility of 

Hunter Jackson and Kylena Gale’s group was not great. 

But what does he mean by keeping him here? 

“Young Master Jackson…” 

“Forty years ago, did you know a girl named Yingzi?” “What did you… say?” 

Yingzi! 

These two words, like a demon, suddenly choked the old man’s legs and 

almost couldn’t stand firmly. 

Hunter Jackson stared at his drastically changed face. 



As expected, there was no need to ask more about this question. 

“Then you should also know that Yingzi is the first wife of my grandfather and 

my grandmother, the last old lady of the Jackson family.” 

“Young Master Jackson, what do you want to say?” Grandpa Gale 

subconsciously stepped back. Two steps, looking at his eyes, from shock to 

now, with a defensive breath. 

“I found a picture, just the day before my grandma’s accident, you,” Hunter 

Jackson who was walking in the front suddenly turned his head, his cold eyes 

locked tightly on his face. 

“At that time, you were with her, then, can you please tell me what you did to 

my grandma? Why did you show up at the place where the accident 

happened and be with her?” “I…” 

Hunter Jackson can be considered very patient and has been waiting for his 

words. 

However, in the end, Mr. Gale couldn’t say a word. 

“Heh.” 

Finally, Master Jackson turned around and walked to the other side of the 

beach. 

The old man caught up with him and was anxious: “Young Master Jackson, no 

matter what happened that year, it is my personal problem. Please raise your 

hand to the Gale family.” 

“This matter, and my daughter, pay It doesn’t matter if I have my 

granddaughter, Young Master Jackson…” 



“But this matter has a lot to do with the younger generation of the Jackson 

family.” 

Hunter Jackson stayed for a while, but didn’t look back at her. 

“Some of them have lost their mothers, and some of them have no grandma 

at birth.” 

He may not have any affection for the old lady, but that is the old lady of the 

Jackson family, his grandma! 

Some feelings are born, that is the blood 

situation! 

“Young Master Jackson, it’s not a disaster to my family…” 

“You keep these words and tell them to our Jackson family.” 

Hunter Jackson really left this time. 

The speedboat is on the beach. If they want to go, the same I can go. 

However, no one knows where it is. 

Especially, after experiencing the experience of not being able to sail the boat 

last time, the old man now dare not move these speedboats rashly. 

What’s more, the physical condition seems to be getting worse… He coughed 

twice against the sea breeze. 

On the beach in front, Gale Qinglian was looking everywhere. 

Seeing the old man alone at the beach, Gale Qinglian felt very tight and 

walked over quickly. 



“Dad, why are you here alone? Where’s Hunter Jackson? Is he still on the 

island?” “Leave.” 

The old man glanced towards the sea. 

Gale Qinglian looked along his line of sight, and as expected, he could still see 

from a distance, a speedboat on the sea level was quickly moving away. 

He is gone, what do they do? 

“Dad, was he with you just now? What did he tell you? Why did he save us but 

leave us here?” On this island, there are not only houses, but also everything in 

the kitchen. 

They will not starve to death even if they live here for a month and a half! 

But why did Young Master Jackson send them to such a place? 

Today is Monday, Kylena Gale is holding the old man’s share transfer letter… 

“Could it be that he and Kylena Gale are in the same group?” 

 


